
PW112-S
OWNER’S MANUAL

Congratulations on the purchase of your Powerwerks PW112-S.

The PW112-S Subwoofer is designed to deliver the extended low frequencies you need to enhance 

your live sound. The rigid, tuned port cabinet design maximizes the efficiency of the 12” driver, filling 

the room with bass you can hear and feel. Whether using this model with Powerwerks P.A. systems or 

other audio applications, we wish you many years of success using the PW112-S.









2. IN

This ¼ inch jack is used to connect the PW112-S to a line level output such as the subwoofer out on a 

PW100T. It has a built in crossover to allow connection to full range line level outputs. 

NOTE: Do not connect the speaker outputs on a power amp to this jack.

2. IN

3. OUT

1. VOLUME

4. POWER

5. AC POWER CORD RECEPTACLE

3. OUT

This ¼ inch jack parallel’s the signal on the IN jack. The purpose of this jack is to pass the signal 

going to the IN jack to another Line level device such as a second powered PA or Subwoofer. NOTE: 

This is not a power amp output. It will not drive an unpowered (passive) speaker.

1. VOLUME

Controls the volume of the subwoofer. Adjust to get the best mix between your midrange speakers 

and PW112-S. It is common for this control to be set between ½ and full when using with a PW100T 

system.

4. POWER

This switch activates AC power to the powered PA.

5.AC Power Cord Receptacle

Insert the PW112-S’s AC cord firmly into the AC receptacle. Be sure to use the cable provided with 

your PW112-S. The power cord can be removed for storage or replacement if damaged. Note: 

Replace the AC cord if its protective jacket is damaged or ground pin is damaged or removed.
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